Welcome to the Be.
Training Programme.
Realise your potential both vocationally & academically
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Life on the programme is disciplined but rewarding.

Our unique curriculum allows you to continue with your academic
studies whilst equipping you with the skill and technique to make
informed decisions and successfully gain access to a course at your
chosen college or University at 18yrs.
Life on the programme will be disciplined and will only accommodate
students who have the right:
-

Attitude
Timekeeping
Willingness to train outside of the studio
Time management
Attitude towards being prepared
Respect
Insane work ethic
Wants to better themselves as an all rounded performer

Curriculum overview.
Our diverse curriculum will provide you with a balance of disciplines, knowledge and
creative skills allowing you to explore differing professional training routes at 18yrs.
You will study the varying disciplines of Dance, Acting and Singing in a safe environment
and learn the fundamental elements and techniques of each genre. During the two years
you will build upon your strengths and lay strong foundations in areas of weakness. Very
quickly you will be introduced to the habits of a healthy, emotionally aware performer. This
is vital in pursuit of professional training. With weekly ‘audition prep’ classes you will have
the space to learn the ‘how’ in audition technique, preparation and portfolio.
Each year of our programme consists of 6 terms and you will be assessed twice yearly.
You will be streamed for Ballet & Technical Jazz based on previous dance experience and
ability. Your technical dance training will be tailored to you over the 2 years.
A final performance project each year reflects upon your individual experience on the Be.
training programme.
Every lesson counts. Every hour counts. Every individual counts.

Curriculum overview.
Dance subjects.
- Demonstrate cardiovascular and technique focused warm ups
- Have an understanding of the physical demand on the body and use of strength for dynamic qualities within
- movement
- Knowledge of the foundations of commercial dance, specifically hip hop
- Demonstrate multiple hip hop and commercial styles and sound technique
- Perform confidently as an individual and within a group ensemble
- Understand the influence of commercial dance within the entertainment industry
- Have an understanding of the physical demand on the body and anatomical process
- Knowledge of the foundations of jazz dance
- How to perform with musicality and individuality
- Confidently perform choreography with expression and attention to detail
- Perform all exercises and sequences with sound technique and without guidance
- Confidently perform choreography with consistent technique, expression, musicality and attention to detail
- Understanding of posture, weight placement and use of core within ballet
- Understanding of body and spatial awareness
- Improvement in coordination, flexibility and stamina
- Technique for turns - include balancing, releve, spotting and pivot

Curriculum overview.
Acting subjects.
-

Introduction to status
Demonstrate use of subtext
Introduction to actioning
Create an original piece of theatre
Applied technical skills when creating performance material
Demonstrated control, confidence and clarity in performance work
Demonstrate ability to take and respond to direction
Create work collaboratively, responding to the needs and wants of the group working affectively as an
ensemble
- Prepare monologue(s) for audition – introduced to classical and contemporary works
- Create work collaboratively, responding to the needs and wants of the group working affectively as an ensemble
- Identify and exploit knowledge of stage craft

Curriculum overview.
Singing subjects.
-

Introduce ensemble singing and its requirements
Strong understanding of the fundamental areas of singing technique
Understand musical notation and instructions given by the Musical Director
Introduce the relevant vocal parts and the importance of accuracy in performance as an ensemble
Explore a range of various genres and styles of ensemble arrangements
Understand the idea of a ‘wall of sound’ and the requirement of
being able to blend with one another
Build on the relationship between Cast and Musical Director
Enhance ability to confidently and accurately deliver individual vocal parts
Explore a range of various genres and styles of ensemble arrangements
Introduce students to the various genres needed for a diverse professional portfolio
Develop ability and awareness to help chose suitable material that works to own specific strengths
Be confident and comfortable in an audition situation and when choosing repertoire
Learn how to mark and present sheet music accurately

Curriculum overview.
Integrated performance.
- Show an in-depth understanding on how to create, cast, rehearse
and perform a fully integrated piece of theatre.
- Understand the positions of understudies and swings within productions
- Understand how to create a Swing Bible or Dance Captain Bible.
- Understand vocal harmonies, solo lines and the technique needed to implement them within larger group numbers.
- Show a deeper understanding of script and text within the songs.
- Present a strong musicality towards the movement/dance in the pieces.
- Understand how to control stamina throughout dance sections so that vocals can be picked up at the end of
performances.
- Apply vocal and dance breathing techniques.
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Summer Reading & Preparation.
Resources to guide you through your training and your careers:
1. ACTIONS – The Actors Thesaurus
2. ACTING THROUGH SONG – Techniques and Exercises for Musical Theatre
Actors
Unit 1 in your Audition Prep Class is ‘finding your unique voice and walking into
the room’
Prepare 1 x Musical Theatre song you are comfortable with and bring sheet
music and backing track.
What if I'm not a singer (yet!)?
Look for acting through song based numbers, ask us for help!

CPD Day 2 – Sunday 4th July.

Next Steps.
We’ll see you on the 4th July!
Confirm you have ordered your uniform by 12th AUGUST 2021.

Absolute cut off date for the programme.

Attend our Summer Intensives to top up your training this Summer!

